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Keep Calm and ride dirt bikes


The freedom associated with off-road riding is second to none.
 Find out more about dirt bikes, dirt bike reviews, gear and riding tips below.
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Best Dirt Bikes
Here you can read about the best dirt bikes. What makes these off-road motorcycles so great, our unbiased review and how to pick the best for you
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Dirt Bike Gear
Having the proper dirt bike gear is important. Find out what is the best gear to keep you safe while you are riding a dirt bike.
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Riding Tips
Interested in improving your riding skills? Find out how we overcome our dirt bike obstacles and learn how to be better dirt bike rider with our guides.







Dirtbike Sam – Sam oldham garage


Curious to find out what bikes are in the Sam’s garage? See the video below from our Backcountry Life channel.












About dirt bike sam
My name is Sam Oldham
Growing up I tried to ride anything with 2 wheels that I could.
I have spent the last 15 years riding dirt bikes and motorcycles.
I still feel the same excitement I felt when I first rode a dirt bike as a kid.


 Learn More





Born to ride
It never fails to bring that warm, satisfying feeling to know that no matter how crappy your working life might be, once you get home, you can walk into the garage and see your dirt bike. Just knowing that if you want, you can load up the truck, hit the trails and throw some roost in the backcountry.
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Latest From Our Blog


Find out what is the latest from our dirt bike blog.
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Best dirt bike tires for kid bikes
Feb 28, 2024 | Kids Dirt bikes
I've personally encountered the exhilarating thrill and the inherent risks associated with this adventurous sport. My journey into the realm of off-road biking commenced when I introduced my son to the joys of riding his very own dirt bike. Through countless hours...
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Warp 9 Titanium Sprocket Bolt Set Review
Feb 27, 2024 | Dirt Bike Parts
As an experienced dirt biking guru who has extensively tested parts from various brands, I can confidently attest to the exceptional quality of the Warp 9 Titanium Sprocket Bolt Set Review. Crafted from top-tier titanium, these bolts offer a remarkable blend of...
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Fasst Spoke Torque Wrench Kit Review
Feb 26, 2024 | Dirt Bike Parts
With over 15 years of experience in dirt biking, I've witnessed both the thrill of a finely tuned machine and the frustration of avoidable mechanical issues. I've discerned the disparity between a bike that maneuvers with precision and stability and one that feels...
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Hinson Billetproof Clutch Cover Review
Feb 23, 2024 | Dirt Bike Parts
As a seasoned dirt bike enthusiast with years of experience tearing up the trails, I'm always on the lookout for components that can take the punishment dished out by this adrenaline-fueled sport. That's why I decided to test out the Hinson Billetproof Clutch Cover...
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MSR NXT Air Jersey Review
Feb 21, 2024 | Dirt Bike Gear
As a seasoned dirt bike enthusiast, I have explored a wide range of jerseys from various brands, each designed for different riding conditions. Among these, the MSR NXT Air Jersey emerges as my top choice for summer riding. The vast world of dirt bike gear, crucial...
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Rekluse Left Hand Rear Brake Kit Review
Feb 20, 2024 | Dirt Bikes
Navigating the challenging trails of the Arapeen Trails on my dirt bike has always been an exhilarating journey, pushing both my limits and those of my bike to the extreme. In this quest for adventure, the Rekluse Left Hand Rear Brake Kit has emerged as a...
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How to Make Buying a Dirt Bike Online as Easy as Possible
Sep 14, 2023 | Dirt Bikes
In today's digital age, buying almost anything online has become the norm, and dirt bikes are no exception. Whether you're an experienced rider looking to upgrade or a beginner eager to kick up some dirt, purchasing a dirt bike online can be a convenient and...
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ASV Unbreakable Levers Review
Jul 19, 2023 | Dirt Bike Parts, Dirt Bikes
When it comes to riding or racing dirt bikes - control, reliability and durability is crucial. That's where ASV Unbreakable Levers come into play. Produced with top notch technology and designed to perfection, these levers offer riders a level of confidence and...
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Dirt Bike Transportation Companies: Top Choices
Jul 18, 2023 | Dirt Bike Tips, Dirt Bikes
When shipping your dirt bike, you must ensure you don’t hand off your precious bike to any old shipping company. You should choose a shipping company that understands dirt bike/motorcycle shipping because it is quite unlike automobile transportation. You can choose...
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